Matching of single individuals as they move across disjoint camera views is a challenging task in video surveillance. In this paper, we present a novel algorithm capable of matching single individuals in such a scenario based on appearance features. In order to reduce the variable illumination effects in a typical disjoint camera environment, a cumulative color histogram transformation is first applied to the segmented moving object. Then, an incremental major color spectrum histogram representation (IMCSHR) is used to represent the appearance of a moving object and cope with small pose changes occurring along the track. An IMCHSR-based similarity measurement algorithm is also proposed to measure the similarity of any two segmented moving objects. A final step of postmatching integration along the object's track is eventually applied. Experimental results show that the proposed approach proved capable of providing correct matching in typical situations. Index Terms-Object tracking, major color spectrum histogram representation, disjoint camera views.
INTRODUCTION
Computer vision-based tracking of moving objects can be based on coherency of shape, motion and appearance features ( [1, 2] ). However, in the case of people tracking, shape features are not immediate to exploit since humans are deformable objects. Moreover, when camera views are multiple and disjoint, motion coherency may not be assessed when the tracked objects move across different camera views. Actually, the definition of disjoint camera views in itself implies that the extent of separation between views prevents prediction of the path and timings of single moving objects. In such a case, appearance features are the main cue to reconcile the tracks from separate camera views of a same physical object. Such a scenario is very common in real-life situations where existing camera networks cannot provide full coverage of the monitored space nor measure accurate individual biometrics. The illumination conditions between disjoint cameras can be significantly different and have great influence on the appearance of moving objects. Illumination effects must be eliminated or at least reduced in order to make the appearance of same object comparable. Color constancy algorithms have been proposed for this in the literature (see [3] for references). However, it is difficult to apply an exact color constancy algorithm in our scenario since little is known about the scene and the objects. Approaches based on intrinsic images aim to separate pure reflectance images from illumination images, with effective methods available for image sequences [4] . In [5] , Javed et al. proposed to learn the transfer functions between cameras during a learning phase. In this paper, instead we propose to use a simple cumulative color histogram transformation to compensate for the varying illumination conditions. We also make use of an object matching algorithm based on an incremental major color spectrum histogram representation (IMCSHR), a similarity measurement to assess the similarity of any two tracked objects, and a post-matching integration phase to make the whole matching more robust [6] . Differently from previous papers, our approach does not require global information about objects in the surveillance systems [7] nor rely on a topographic model of the camera network [8] .
MAJOR COLOR SPECTRUM HISTOGRAM
In the RGB color space, using one byte to represent each color yields a total of 16.8 million different colors. It is, in general, very difficult to compare two objects based on so many possible values. By using the concept of color distance [6] , we can scale down the number of colors from 16.8 million to a very limited number of "major colors" without losing much accuracy in representing a moving object. For each moving object, a given percentage of major colors are retained in the representation, while colors that rarely appear are discarded [9] [10] [11] . Colors within a given mutual distance threshold are dealt with as a single color. An example of such a major color representation is shown in Fig. 1 . yellow values. Fig. 1 (b) shows us the histogram of the major colors under the color distance threshold of 0.01. Fig.  1 (c) shows us the positions of these major colors in the RGB space, with the size of the color spheres proportional to the frequency of each color.
3. MOVING OBJECTS IMAGE PRE-PROCESSING FOR THE DISJOINT CAMERAS The biggest challenge for the matching of moving objects from disjoint camera views is in the different and varying illumination causing great differences in their appearances. For example, a same object may look very bright or very dark depending on the actual illumination. In order to reduce its effects, a cumulative color histogram transformation algorithm is proposed here. Fig. 2 shows the main steps: first, the bounding box of a moving object is located in the frame. An example of input frame and the located moving object is shown in Figs. 3 (a) and (b). In the second step, the color histograms (Pr(r), pg(r) and Pb(r) ) are calculated for the purpose of cumulative color histogram transformation, in which the background pixels are replaced with virtual pixels of the size of moving object that are equalized in RGB. Then, the three color histogram equalization transforms (Tr, Tg and Tb ) are calculated based on the moving object and virtual background and applied to the moving object image. An example of transformed moving object is shown in Fig. 3 Figure 3 Example of pre-processed moving object (reference: camera 5, frame 018).
IMCSHR AND TRACK MATCHING

Moving Objects Similarity Measurements
In this section, a similarity measurement based on a mostsimilar color search is proposed to measure the similarity between two moving objects. This algorithm is based on the major color spectrum histogram of the two moving objects. We assume that there are M major colors in the spectrum of moving object A, which can be represented as:
where CA ,i = 1,2, ,M is a major color (RGB) in object (5) where the distance between CB,,j = 1,2,-,L and CA, is less than a given threshold (. Then, CB IA is defined as the most similar color to CA in subset MCSHR'(B) satisfying:
Differently from [14], we consider only the color of B closest to A instead of the whole subset MCSHR '(B). In this way, we aim to achieve a more selective similarity criterion capable of limiting false matches. The portion of CA in object A can be simply calculated as: (7) Pnorm(Ai) The minO operator aims to achieve symmetric measurements when searching color matches from A to B and vice versa. However, since the "closest to" relationship is not reciprocal, strictly symmetric measurements are not possible and the minO operator not strictly necessary. Then, the similarity of the whole objects A and B in the direction from A to B is then defined as:
Sim(A,B) =Sim(CAi ,CBjlAi) (10) In the same way, the similarity of color CB in object B with its corresponding color CA in object A is defined as:
Sim(CB ,CAIB ) minPnorm (Bj), pB (Aj ) (11) and the object similarity of objects A and B in the direction from B to A is:
In order to derive a symmetric similarity measurement, the minimum and maximum of equations (10) 
The rationale is that in this case the two object similarities between A and B, (14) and (16) In this case, we are confident that the two visual objects are possibly a same physical one. As a further verification, we choose to check the difference between the maximum and minimum similarities in a ratio form. In (16) we can see that the bigger the difference between maximum and minimum similarity, the less similar are considered the two objects. Such a definition aims to prevent asymmetric, partial matches between two objects and let us set the final similarity threshold more easily. Eventually, matching is assessed if Similarity(A,B) is above the chosen similarity threshold. A multi-frame, incremental major color spectrum histogram matching and post-matching integration were described in [ 1] .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we report example results from four typical tracks from three real disjoint video surveillance cameras installed in the Faculty of Information Technology building, University of Technology, Sydney, where two moving objects have been detected and tracked. The segmented moving objects, major color spectrum histograms and experimental results are shown in the following subsections.
The Matching of the Same Moving Person in Disjoint Camera Views
The test data here reported are from the same person recorded from two disjoint video surveillance cameras tracks (reference: camera 3a, frames 001-019, and camera 5, frames 300-318.), with some of the frames shown in Figure  4 . The two cameras are significantly disjoint in both space and time and the person's appearance in the two tracks could not be matched trivially. Moreover, illumination varies significantly also with the object's position within each camera view (unlike assumptions in [10, 12] ). However, our representation proves capable of coping with such variations in appearance. Figure 4 Moving objects from camera 3a, frames 001-009 and camera 5, frames 300-308.
IMCSHR matching results are reported in Table 1 showing that the same moving object in the two disjoint camera views is reliably matched. 
The Matching of Two Different People from Two Disjoint Camera Views
The test data reported here are from two different people recorded from the same video surveillance cameras (camera 3a, frames 001-019, and camera 5, frames 010-022), with some of the frames shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 Moving objects from camera 3a, frames 001-009 and camera 5, frames 010-018. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a method for matching two objects along their tracks from disjoint camera views. Such views are challenging in that illumination conditions can be very different across cameras and time and the appearance of single objects vary enormously as a consequence. The main contribution of this paper is the proposal of a cumulative color histogram transformation to compensate for the varying illumination conditions across the disjoint views. When integrated in our object matching approach, the matching of a same object improved significantly, proving this representation to be maximally invariant to illumination. At the same time, the transformation scatters colors in a range broader than the original so that two different objects can be more easily discriminated. Experimental results also show that the object matching algorithm can measure the similarity of the two moving objects accurately, and with three to five frames integration, the proposed IMCSHR algorithm can make the matching more robust and reliable than single-frame matching, especially for small pose changes. The overall object matching procedure can provide video surveillance applications with the ability of tracking single objects across disjoint camera views, which are predominant in existing surveillance camera networks. Such an ability could prove useful to track assigned individuals (a "watch list") from entry to exit of a building in real time, or as a forensic tool to automatically back-track movements of people from an assigned point in time and space (such as an event of interest). At the moment, we are working on automated estimate of the parameters based on image statistics and considering adding shape invariants to appearance features for more general matching.
